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Introducing… Harmony



Logitech’s Best Selling Advanced Universal
Remote Controls
The Reviewers LOVE them
“The Logitech Harmony 880
represents the future of
remotes…This
one’s a
remotes
winner!”
– Bill Howard, PC Magazine
“The perfect product for
anyone who has heard
their spouse wail, ‘I
can’t figure out how to
turn on the #@!% T.V.’”
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SUPER EASY SET UP


Web application used to setup the remote
Type in your AV components make and model #
Answer questions about how your components are connected
 Download info to the remote



Couldn’t be easier. Could it?

Test &
Adjust

Introducing. . . Harmony


The users LOVE them . . . sort of

User Rating: Good
6 out of 10

“The remote is
great . . . If you
get it set up.”

Pros: works quite well and looks cool
Cons: software very, very poor
The good news is that the remote works
great, after several attempts to try to get
the setup working and few days of getting
used to feel of it. I like having 1 remote on
my coffee table instead of 5. But the
software, that's another story.

Web based
setup is a pain
to use!

Web metrics: Scratching the surface
The problem: Over time user satisfaction
was declining and customer service calls
and returns were increasing.
 The solution... Metrics?
 Every week a report would be distributed
that included things like this ...


Example web analytics
How people rate the setup
 How long setup takes
 How often changes are made to the setup
 When people call customer service
 When people are having problems
 And more…


Results of web analytics
Tons of Information
 We know:


 When

people had problems
 Where problems occur
 What the results of problems are

More results of web analytics
But also contradictions…
 We know:


 Average

time people say they are willing to
spend setting up a remote: 90 minutes
 Average initial setup time: 42 minutes
 But customers are not happy with setup and
give up early…

In home visits 1: Digging in
We needed another tool…
 In home visits or “Contextual inquiry”…


 Qualitative

research
 Watch customers interact with their remotes


Determine the Who, Why and How behind
the contractions
 Prioritize

users

issues to fix based on their impact to

Pick the right people



20 people in Austin, Texas and Toronto area
Screened to meet the current Harmony remote
demographics
 Male
 Age

range 30-50
 Household income $80k-110k US
 Home theatre/stereo owners with 4+ devices
combined into an entertainment system


Key: Visit representative users of your product

Pick a typical task






We asked a few
background questions
Then we gave them a
Harmony 880 remote…
“Imagine that you have
just come home with a
new remote control…
open it and set it up to
work with your system.”
Key: Watch users attempt typical tasks in their natural
environment

Watch them






We recorded the setup
process by videotape,
camera and notes
Each team member had
a role: facilitator, notetaker, camera person
Key: Everyone needs to
know their roles and to
stick to them (even if it’s
hard not to help)

Analyze the data






The team recorded their
observations on sticky
notes… over 1000!
Everyone helped to
organize the issues into
themes or “affinities” and
brainstormed solutions
Key: Engage the
broader team in the
research

Affinities

Getting to know the user: Before


Primary target is the “basic user”







The early majority segment from Crossing The Chasm
Family user
They don’t want to “configure” their system – they are TV
viewers – they want to watch a movie
What else can this person set-up (iPod?, DVD player?, online
taxes?)

Secondary target is the “advanced user”




The tech enthusiast segment from Crossing The Chasm
Independent AV Pro installer
BestBuy installer

Getting to know the user: After
Collin Fairmont
“I like technology to work for me, not me for it.”
Key Attributes
 Has moderate AV knowledge
 Willing to look for information
 Just wants the remote to work
 Had moderate success setting up the remote
Goals
 Simple way to control TV and audio visual equipment to get the
most out of his system
 Classy entertainment system control that will “Wow” his friends
 Easy enough for his gadget adverse wife to use

Issues: There were barriers to start


In one study, about 70% of
users did not remove the
sticker from the LCD screen
without prompting
 "Is

there anything that says take
it off?... You made it look too
pretty!“
 “Perhaps it would come off when
I throw it at the wall!”

Issues: The process was long


The setup process was so long that users
got impatient and missed important steps
 “I

think most people just keep hitting “next,
next, next” until it’s done.”
 “This is actually really frustrating. I can see
how a person like myself, who has patience…
but you get impatient when you mess with this
for a while… when you know it can work and
now for whatever reason it doesn’t.”

Issues: Terminology was confusing


The software terminology didn’t match
user’s everyday language
 “What’s

a PVR? I don’t have one of those.”
[participant actually has Tivo]
 “Powertoggle… Powertoggle… I’m sure it’s
easy.”

The process controlled the users
rather than the other way around


There was an overall disorientation,
helplessness and lack of control
 “I

just discovered something… by accident.”
 “Can I go back? Is there ANY way to go
back?”
 “I was trying to get back someplace, but now
its gone.”

Selling user research


Once your data is collected, present the findings
 Let

the users speak for themselves [Video]
 Development team members can use research to
make better decisions
 Management knows which initiatives to fund to have a
significant user impact


Key: Demonstrate the value of your research the
development team and managers
“That was one of the most worthwhile things I've done here… Every manager
needs to do these visits and then ensure their staff goes out with you.”
Senior Manager

In home visits 2: Drilling down


Recommendations from the in home visits were
implemented





Contextual inquiry can be used repeatedly







Improvements to the setup software
But there was more to do…
To answer questions about a new technology (RF vs. IR)
To focus on specific aspects of the product
To follow up results periodically to see whether the market is
changing
To see if the updated product better meets user needs in a
realistic environment

Key: Know the reason for the visits. Repeat as needed.

Follow up study: High end RF remote


Setting up the Harmony 890
 Controls

devices through walls and
solid cabinet doors
 Same basic setup process
 Extra hardware and a couple of extra
setup screens
“I’m not sure anyone has ever setup an 890 without
calling customer service.”
Tier 2 Customer Service Rep.

Follow up study parameters



Visit 10 people in Toronto and watch them set
up a Harmony 890
Same basic protocol as the first series of visits
 Short

interview about entertainment center usage
 Observe setup and ask clarification questions only
 Summary questions to rate the experience

Users appreciated design changes


Design improvements were noticed:
 Remote

tutorial
 Tips, pictures and examples throughout the
setup process
 Improved visual design
 Easier login and account information


But adding more features adds complexity

Issue: Too much stuff in the box


Users were over-whelmed
by all the parts:
 “[This

is for a] more
seasoned veteran… there
are more cables so it's more
complicated.“
 "What on earth?!... Looks
like a lot of wires for a
remote."

Issue: Lack of understanding of RF


Users didn’t understand
the RF components:
 "IR

blaster… sounds like a
weapon in Halo!"
 "It's telling me to press
Connect on RF extender
but I don't know what it is."
 “I guess I still use the
remote. How do I use the
wireless extender to
control?”

Issue: Wires are unattractive


Users didn’t want to see
“messy” wires:
 "It

is not invisible like you
expect wireless to be… I
needed to play around with
the positions of the wires."
 "There are too many wires.
I'd like them to be in the
back. It's not attractive at
all."

Results: RF remote study


The added complexity of the RF added a couple pages




All of the issues observed were on Logitech’s list of
problems or potential problems






BUT added a lot of complexity to troubleshooting where a
problem had occurred during installation and setup.

BUT the issues were prioritized all wrong
Minor annoyances were top priority
Major issues were near the bottom of the priority list

Key: The in-home visits helped development to address
the issues that were most important for the customers

Usability testing: Discovering gold



Implemented recommendations were usability tested
Usability tests are good for assessing







First time ease-of-use
Fine tuning buttons and labels
Demonstrating problems
Testing potential solutions

Usability tests have limitations




Artificial setting
Seldom finds new opportunities or new solutions
Increasingly detailed feedback with higher fidelity prototypes

Usability test: Entering device info



In-home visits demonstrated problems
entering device make and model number
Several solutions were proposed
Instructions on finding device make and
model number
 Three new user interface designs
addressing entering device information


Usability Test
Tested 4 design alternatives including the
current design
 18 participants each tried 3 of the 4
designs


 Original
 Dual

list
 Fly-out
 Inline setup

Usability test procedure


RITE Test: Rapid Iterative Testing
 Day

1: Test multiple designs with 6 people
 Day 2: Address issues observed with the designs
 Day 3: Test multiple designs with 6 people
 Day 4: Address issues observed with the designs
 Day 5: Test multiple designs with 6 people


Key: Quick, inexpensive method to select design
directions and refine design

Usability Test Results


Inline setup design had:
 Highest

success rate
 Fewest errors
 Fewest clicks for task
 Second shortest completion
time (30 sec. slower than the
fastest)
 Best User Ratings


Original design was last on
all criteria

Usability Test Results


Before Testing: The best performing design was
universally disliked by the development team as:






After Testing: The best performing design was
implemented:






Not intuitive
Difficult to implement
Not worth testing

On time
On budget
With minimal compromises to make it work

Key: Don’t narrow down your options too early

Creating your own exploration tool kit






Use your web metrics to identify WHERE and
WHEN problems occur
Use in home visits to investigate WHO your
users are, WHY they are having problems, and
HOW the product can be improved
Use usability testing to REFINE your proposed
user interface designs
ITERATE research and development for best
results

Questions and Comments?
Dianne Howie: celt@sympatico.ca
 Heather Searl: heather@heathersearl.com


